Headliner Author Talk

In Conversation with

Kelly Young

What You Leave Behind

Jen Ferguson, The Last Constable

Nancy Roe Pimm, Lincoln Marchers Blazed a Trail to Justice

The Dreamboats of Bluegrass: The Life and Death of the Bluegrass Underground

Breaking In: Author Talk Publishing

Mark Zavala, Kosher and Young;

Dr. Benana Brongw

The Underbelly of Black

Sapphire Teens

Honey Edging, Lite Blower

Lorenz Center, A Bimonthly Guide to Decorum

Facetious Hearts and Female Love stretch from history to contemporary in these

Hearing and seeing the unsettling truths left behind.

Karen Foxlee, Or, The Beautiful Destiny

Bunyon and Henry: Or, The Beautiful Destiny

Mark Cecil, Justine Pucella Winans, violinist

The Schuyler Sisters

Amanda Dykes, The Audacity

S.J. Lexia, The Price You Pay

Rebecca Epperson, CML

The Color of a Lie

Kim Johnson, The Color of a Lie

The Jovial Elks

Grace Freeman, CML

Embers in the London Sky

Sarah Sundin, Sue Lee, Michael Streissguth

Margaret Peterson Haddix, The Quince Project

Fates, Tropes and Smolder: Graphic Novels

Katrina Strawbridge, Bob Hunter, Kellie M. Parker, We, The People: Justice

Nancy Roe Pimm, Lincoln Marchers Blazed a Trail to Justice

The Dreamboats of Bluegrass: The Life and Death of the Bluegrass Underground

Breaking In: Author Talk Publishing

Mark Zavala, Kosher and Young;

Dr. Benana Brongw

The Underbelly of Black

Sapphire Teens

Honey Edging, Lite Blower

Lorenz Center, A Bimonthly Guide to Decorum

Facetious Hearts and Female Love stretch from history to contemporary in these
COLUMBUS BOOK FESTIVAL

Featured Author Schedule
Sunday, July 14 | 10 a.m.–5 p.m.

Signings

10:30-10:40 AM
Melissa Pogolotti
Open

10:40-10:50 AM
Anna Elizabeth Barnes Voice, The Monroe Falls Voice
Serena Castro villa, Clara Contreras
Meet these Latinx authors writing compelling stories of Latinx American experience with authenticity, hardship, and hope.

10:50-11:00 AM
John Scalzi
Author Speed-Matching

11:00-11:10 AM
Nerissa Roth
In Conversation with Nerissa Roth

Join author Nerissa Roth as she shares her newest novel, The One You Missed, and the possibilities of redemption.

11:10-11:20 AM
Denny S. Bryson
Author Book Club Reads

Bryson explores how sex and the city can be part of a New Orleans-styled sandbox, and the possibilities of redemption.

11:20-11:30 AM
Lindsey Brandt
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

11:30-11:40 AM
Renee Casteel Cook
Signed Fairytale

Renee shares the origins of these familiar stories, the lessons we learn from them, and ways to introduce them to children and adults alike.

11:40-11:50 AM
Anna Elizabeth Barnes Voice, The Monroe Falls Voice
Serena Castro villa, Clara Contreras
Meet these Latinx authors writing compelling stories of Latinx American experience with authenticity, hardship, and hope.

12:10-12:20 PM
Mary Karr
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

12:20-12:30 PM
Julie Dolber
Signed Fairytale

Julie explores how sex and the city can be part of a New Orleans-styled sandbox, and the possibilities of redemption.

12:30-12:40 PM
Jody Moring
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

12:40-12:50 PM
Lauren Kung Jessen
Signed Fairytale

Lauren explores how sex and the city can be part of a New Orleans-styled sandbox, and the possibilities of redemption.

1:30-1:40 PM
Jessica Strawser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

1:40-1:50 PM
Karina Yan Glaser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

2:30-2:40 PM
Jessica Strawser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

2:40-2:50 PM
Karina Yan Glaser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

3:30-3:40 PM
Jessica Strawser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

3:40-3:50 PM
Karina Yan Glaser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

4:30-4:40 PM
Jessica Strawser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

4:40-4:50 PM
Karina Yan Glaser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

5:30-5:40 PM
Jessica Strawser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!

5:40-5:50 PM
Karina Yan Glaser
Author Speed-Matching

Small groups spend 5 minutes with each author to hear all about their book before the author moves to another table. Find your perfect literary match here!